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ducted this study to investigate how they affect quantita
tive accuracy in SPECF reconstruction.

METHODS

Attenuation Correction Algorithms
Twoiterativealgorithmshavebeendevelopedbasedon filtered

backprojection, both correcting for nonhomogeneous attenuation
indensitymapsincorporatedintoemissiondata.

Generalized Chang Correction. Chang's traditional iterative
algorithm(1), the methodmostoftencitedin the literature,has
beengeneralizedfor nonuniformattenuationby severalauthors
(10) and is referred to here as the generalized Chang correction
(0CC). This algorithm is based on measurements of the body
contourandassumesa constantlinearattenuationcoefficient(1).
WeusedtheChangcompensationmethodinitsiterativeformand
generalized it for nonuniform attenuation. In this form, each pixel
valuein the initialfilteredbackprojectionreconstruction(Hann's
filter)is multipliedby a correctionterm c(i, j) which is related to
theaverageattenuationforthatpixel.Thistermcanbewrittenas:

whereMis thenumberof anglesequalto thenumberofviews, N
is thenumberof pixelson the lineof the image,@ is theatten
uation coefficient distribution and d is pixel length.

Following the first order correction described above, a second
ordercorrectionwasobtainedby applyingonefurtherprocessing
step,andthefirstordercorrectedimagewasreprojectedtomodel
attenuationbased on the map'sattenuationdistribution.Error
projections were then obtained by subtracting the new reprojected

datafromthe originaldata. An errorimagewas reconstructedand
multipliedby the correction matrix. The second order corrected
imagewas finallyobtainedby addingthe correctederror imageto
the firstorder image reconstructedpreviously. The @thordercor
rected image was obtained by repeating the procedure n times.

Iterative Precorrection Method@ In the second method, itera

tive precorrection(IPC),multiplyingfactors, F@,were appliedto
measuredprojectionsbeforebackprojectionof the originaldata
Psi.These factors were calculatedfrom the attenuationmap co
efficients. Each factor was equal to the reciprocalof the average
attenuation along the projection ray through the section of the
patient:

Two iterativemethods, a generalizationof the Chang method
and a projectionprecorrection,were investigatedto determine
whether the use of an attenuation map could improve non
uniformattenuationcompensation.Aftera detaileddesctiptionof
the methods, results obtained withsimulated and phantom data
were compared. Thisstudydemonstrates that projectionprecor
rectionprovidesaccurate quantificationand good image quality
as early as the precorrection step, whereas the generalized
Chang method requires computation of one more iteration.
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everal correction methods addressing the fundamental
problem of photon attenuation compensation in quantita
tive image reconstruction have been described in the liter
ature (1â€”3),assuming, however, that uniform attenuation
reduces the validity of the correction in nonhomogeneous
regions and thus places limitationson the correction meth
ods. Therefore, in order to ensure proper correction, den
sity distribution must be determined in nonhomogeneous
regions (4,5) This can be obtained with a map of body
attenuation coefficients produced by transmission studies
using a radioactive flood source mounted on the scintilla
tion camera (4 7). When the collimatorfunctions in parallel
geometry, the map produced is very noisy, with poor spa
tial resolution. Inversely, if the collimator operates with
cone-beam geometry, which gives better detection sensi
tivity, a good quality image is produced (8). Good image
quality can also be achievedwith x-ray computed tomog
raphy (Ci) (9), but Cl' and single-photon emission com
puted tomography(SPECT) images must be superimposed
to produce the correction map. Precise alignmentrequiring
interpolation is difficult to obtain and can be a source of
error, especially since SPEC!' views have lower resolution
and imprecise anatomical landmarks.The approximations
made in deriving the relationshipbetween the CT number
in Hounsfield's units and the linear attenuation coefficient
for SPECT radionucides can also lead to errors. Since
little is known about the effect of such errors, we con
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were aligned on the SPECF images using the position of the
markers. The transformation was assumed to be polynomial (11).
To obtainthe relationshipbetweenthe CF numberN@ andthe
attenuationcoefficient for a 75-keV mean energy x-ray beam, we
measuredthe CF numberof differentmaterialsof knownattenu
ationon a CFScanner(CE10000,GeneralElectric,Milwaukee,
WI). This procedure gave a linear equation:

at 75 keV: p(cni') = 1.8910-4(Na) + 0.1845. Eq. 4

An analysis of the mass attenuation coefficients for various
body materials has indicated that it should be possible to multiply
the linearattenuationcoefficientdeterminedat 75keVby a con
versionfactorto obtainthevalueat 140keV(@â€œFcenergy)(12).
Forsofttissue,thisfactorhasbeenestimatedto be 0.853,witha
maximalrelativeerror of 5% (13,14).A differentvalue has been
obtainedforbone. Wethereforedevelopeda phantomwith atten
uation material equivalent to soft tissue. The conversion relation
ship thus appliedto the CF imageswas:

at 140keV: @s(cm@')= 1.57810-4(Na) + 0.157. Eq. 5

Datapublishedearliersupportthe applicationofthese methodsto
in vivo human studies (15).This conversion was applied to the CF
images and gave linear attenuation coefficients in good agreement
with publisheddata.

Simulation Modsi
In order to compare the effectiveness ofboth attenuation com

pensation algorithms, a thorax simulation model was developed.
Figure2 showsthe activity(jij in cpa)and attenuationcoefficient
distributions (j.ujin cm@')in the model digitized in 64 x 64 matri
ces. Attenuationcoefficientsrangedfrom 0.03cm@in simulated
lung tissue to 0.2 cm@1in simulatedbone. Data acquisitionwas
simulatedfor a rotatinggammacamerasystem. Projectionray

\ @-,
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whereN is thenumberof pixelsinthesectionof theobjectalong
theprojectionray.Theexpressionof thecorrectedpr@ectionsis:

P01
Pc01= @,

where P63is the count density at the pixelj of the line projection
at angle0.

Thealgorithmis shownin Figure1. Thecorrectedprojections
were filteredwith a Hann's filter and backprojected.A second
ordercorrectionwasobtainedbyapplyingoneadditionalprocess
lag step to computea new set of projectionsbased on the map's
attenuationcoefficients.Errorprojectionswere then computed
and correctedwith the multiplyingfactors, filteredand backpro
jected. The errorimageobtainedwas addedto the firstorder
correction to obtain the first iteration. The same procedurewas
repeated in order to improve reconstruction.

MappingTschnlqu
Sincethe methodsdescril,cdaboverequirethe alignmentof the

Cr andSPECFimages,wedevelopeda mapobtainedfromCF
imagesalignedto thecorrespondingSPECFsliceswithmarkers
based on a relationshipconverting Hounsfield's units to SPEC!'
radionucide attenuation coefficients for a 140-keV photon
(@Tc). External metal markers injected with 131!were used and
double-energy window SPEC!' was performed. The CF images
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FiGURE 2. SimulatIonmodel.Activitydistribution(topleft @A)and
bottom(C))and attenuationdistribution(B,right).The actMtypro
files are drawn for the horizontal sections shown on the left.
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acquisitiontimewas 10sec/projection.Imageswere stored in 128
x 128matrices.Eachsetof projectionswasifiteredandbackpro
jected. Reconstructionwith the markerswas used for CF align
ment.TwentyCF imageswereacquired(CE10000;G.E.) at 120
kV (correspondingto a beam of 75 keV mean energy). The slice
thickness was 1 cm. The CF slices were aligned on the SPECF
imagesusing the alignmentmethod described above. The next
stepinthecalculationwasto convertHounsfield'sunitsto atten
uationcoefficientsas describedpreviously.Thisattenuationmap
was then used to provideattenuationcorrectionwith the methods
describedabove.

Eq. 6 Activityprofileswere drawn throughthe center of the recon
structed image and compared with the theoretical profile. An
estimation ofthe detectabilityofa cold regionwas provided by the
contrast factor:

C = (R-B)/B, Eq. 8

whereRis themeanvalueperpixelinthecoldregionandB is the
meanvalue per pixel in a backgroundregion. The contrast factor
varied between -1 for optimal contrast and 0 for minimal contrast
in thecoldregions(p = 0).

RESULTS

S1mu@on Study
Figure3ashowsthe resultsobtainedfromifiteredback

projection without attenuation correction. The horizontal
actMty profile was compared with the theoretical profile.
Count density was totally lost between the lungs. The first
order correction of the GCC method did not give a satis
factory image. The activity in the mediastinum was totally
lost as in the noncorrected image (Fig. 3b), but within the
lungs the activity level was nearly the same as the theoret
ical distribution. One iteration was required to obtain the
true activity throughout the entire image, but the proffle
showed that iterationadded noise (Fig. 3c). As early as the
first order correction of the IPC method, the activity dis
tribution was close to the true distribution throughout the
image (Fig. 3d). One iteration improves compensation
without adding noise (Fig. 3e). Identical results have been
obtained with asymmetrical activity distribution (Fig. 4).

Due to the discrete process and the interpolation done in
the computation of the projections, these projections did
not match exactly with the Radon transform,in contrast to
filtered backprojection which is an exact analytical inver
sion of the Radon transform.Thus, even in the theoretical
case of no attenuation, an RNE error of 15% was intro
duced into the reconstructed image. Figure 5 shows a dra
matic improvement in both the GCC and IPC methods
when nonuniformattenuationinformationwas introduced.
When the ideal attenuation map was used, both methods
converged rapidly to an errorvalue of 12%. One iteration
was required to improve reconstruction with the 0CC
method due to high RNE at precorrection. With the IPC
method, good accuracy was already obtained at the pre
correction step.

Approximate assumptions which could lead to system
atic overestimation or underestimation of the attenuation
coefficients throughout the object had to be made in order

sumswere calculatedfromthe activitydistributionshownin Fig
ure 2A for 64 equally spaced angles over 360Â°.The attenuation
coefficientdistributionshown in Figure2Bwas used to simulate
theattenuatedprojectionsdescribedin theequationgivenbelow
(6). The intersection of the projection ray with each pixel for an
angle, 0, was computed (16). The calculated data included the
effect of attenuation.Comptonscatteringandcollimatorandcam
era responseswere not taken into account.The value of the
ray-sumj0of theprojectionat angle0 is:

p(0,j0)=@p110exp(@d@l%).

Inordertoevaluatequantitativeaccuracy,anidealattenuation
mapwas simulatedandincorporatedintoboth algorithms.The
attenuationcoefficients used for this nonuniformattenuationmap
were chosenaccordingto the publisheddata: 0.03cm1 for lungs,
0.2 cm@forthespineand0.14cm@forothertissues(Fig.2B).A
uniform map was generated in order to compare routinely used
uniform attenuation correction with nonuniformcorrection. A
constantcoefficientwas assignedto each pixelinsidethe contour
of theobject.A valueof 0.07cm@wasobtainedbycomputingthe
average of the attenuation distribution within the ideal map.

Weevaluatedtheeffecton reconstructiondueto variationsof
theattenuationmap.Differentnonuniformmapswerecomputed:
with overestimationor underestimationof the attenuationcoeffi
cients done while the Hounsfield's values were converted with
misalignment on the emission image and with different levels of
noise.In orderto evaluatethe accuracy,the root normalizederror
(RNE)value was calculated:

I @:@(,@-F@/
RNE=%I I 3 , Eq.7

Y@
I 3

wherepj,jand@ are,respectively,thesimulatedandtherecon
structed activitiesat pixel (i,j).

In order to test the attenuationcorrectionmethodswhen the
activity level is not symmetricallydistributed,we modifiedthe
thorax simulation phantom shown in Figure 2. In this second
simulation,thedistributionremainedunchanged,whiletheactiv
ity ofthe right lungwas reduced from 50 to 20 counts per pixel per
second,whichcorrespondsto thelevelof activityin themedias
tinum (Fig. 2C).

Phantom Study
The mappingtechnique and both attenuationcorrection meth

ods were then applied to real data obtained from a nonuniform
attenuationphantomfilledwith @Tcactivity.

The phantomconsistedof a Cylindrical22-cmdiametercon
tamerwhichwas used to simulatethe thorax.Two Cylindrical
6.5-cmdiameterpolystyreneblockswere placedinsidethe phan
tom to simulatelungattenuation.Becausewatersimulatesthe
attenuationof soft tissue, the space betweenthe polystyrene
blockswas filledwithwatercontaining600MBqof@Tc SPECF
acquisitionwas carriedout using a SOPHY DSX camera (Sopha
MediCal, France) equipped with a medium-energy collimator. To
enablesubsequentalignmentof SPECFandCFimages,foursets
of threemarkersinjectedwith 131!were tapedto the phantom.
Two sets of 64projectionswere acquiredsimultaneouslyin both
energywindows(140keV for @â€œTcand360keV for 1311).The
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FIGURE 5. ComparIsonof uniformand nonuniformattenuation
correction. The constant value for uniformcorrection Is 0.07 cm.
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FIGURE 4. SlmtMtlonresults for asymmetricalactivitydistribu
tionand comparisonof activityand theoreticalprofiles.(A@Filtered
backpr@on; (B)precorrectionof the GCCmethod;(C)iteration
one ofthe GCCmethod;(D)precorrectlonofthe IPCmethod;and
(E@iterationone oftheIPCmethod.

rection for the IPC method were not significantly different
(Fig. 6B). Dependingon the alignmenterror, the RNE was
higher either for the IPC or for the 0CC method. Error was
significant when the map had been shifted by two pixels,
which strongly distorted the image. The precision of the

FIGURE 3. SimulatIonresuftsforsymmethcalactMtydistribution
and comparisonofactMtyand theoreticalprofiles.(A@Fifteredback
projection;(B)precorrectionofthe GCCmethod;(C)iterationone of
the GCC method; (D)precorrectionof the IPC method;and (E)
iterationone of the IPC method.

to convert the Hounsfield's units to attenuationcoefficients
for radionucide photons. Differentnonuniformattenuation
maps were simulated increasingor decreasing all the coef
ficients by 10% or 20% of the true values. With the IPC
method, overestimation or underestimationresultedin sys
tematic overestimation or underestimationof the activity
levels. With the 0CC method, the images were noisy. The
RNE were not significantly different between the two
methods(Fig.6A).A 10%overestimationdidnot leadto
significant quantification error. With 20% overestimation,
the RNE was sometimes more than 20%.The accuracy of
the conversion method used was evaluated at 5%, and so
did not lead to significanterror in quantification.

Errors due to misalignment of the nonuniform attenua
tion map on the SPEC!' image were evaluated by shifting
the attenuationmap one and two pixels to the left or to the
right in the horizontal direction (1 pixel = 6 mm, that is,
1/50th of the simulated thorax). The corrected images were
distorted at the frontier between the different tissues. The
RNE at iteration one for the 0CC method and at precor
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With first order 0CC correction, counts in those regions
remained high. One iteration was required to improve res
olution and to remove the incorrect counts in the cold
regions, but noise increased concurrently. Precorrectionof
the IPCimprovedthe results because very few counts were
reconstructedin the cold regions.Strongercontrastwas
apparent. One iteration resulted in little improvement at
the center.

Contrast was evaluated in the cold region of the phan
tom, which was poor after ifiteredbackprojection (C = 0)
and did not improve in the first order 0CC correction (C =
â€”0.6).It did increase after one iteration (C = â€”0.83),but
noise also increased simultaneously. In the precorrection
step of the IPC method, contrast was close to the ideal
value (C = â€”1) and did not move after one iteration (C =
â€”1).

DISCUSSION

It has been shown that the 0CC algorithmleads to good
results in terms of contrast and quantification after one
iteration at the expense of a higher noise level. IPC per
forms better and does not need to be iterated. The attenu
ated corrected image depends on the quality of the map.
We have shown how these algorithms are affected by at
tenuation map-related errors. When misalignment was
greater than one pixel, the corrected image was strongly
distorted. Overestimations or underestimations of the co
efficients did not distort the images, but did affect quanti
tative accuraCy. The Chang reconstructed image was al
ways more noisy than the IPC image. When the map used
was very noisy, the reconstruction images were also noisy.
IPC images were affected the most.

This study enabled us to evaluate the precision of the
map needed to obtain good image reconstruction. With the
mapping technique described in this study, alignment pre
cision was one pixel and the conversion relationship varied
within 5%. Noise variance was not greater than one. The
results show that the IPC and 0CC methods are largely
unaffected by such errors. In all cases, the level of accu
racywas the sameat 0CC iterationone and at IPCpre
correction.

Theoretically, source distribution could be adequately
quantifiedusing iterative reconstruction algorithmswith a
projector-backprojectorthat correctly models attenuation,
Compton scattering and resolution degradation due to
source depth. The above methods could be extended by
integrating all these factors dealing with cone-beam geom
etry instead of parallel geometry. When compared with
iterative EM algorithms (17-19), these methods require a
reduced number of iterations and low computation re
sources; they are therefore potentially more practical for
routine clinical application.

Computation time is one of the most important consid
erations in assessing algorithms for routine clinical use.
Our reconstruction times on the Sophy computer should be
used only for comparison, since our software was not
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alignment algorithm was evaluated to be one pixel for a
rigid object, although the errorwas sometimes greater for
the thorax.

In order to evaluate the effect of a noisy attenuation map
on thecorrectedimage,mapswerecomputedwith differ
ent variances of Gaussiannoise. Figure6C shows the RNE
of both methods at iterationone of 0CC and precorrection
of IPC for differentvariances. RNE was higher at the IPC
precorrection. The level of noise on CF images was low
(var = 1) and did not lead to significant quantification
errors.

Phantom Study
Linear attenuation coefficients were obtained from CT

acquisition. The values were in good agreement with the
literature. The SPECF image was reconstructed using the
ifiteredbackprojectionmethod without attenuationcorrec
tion and both iterative attenuation correction aig9rithms.
After usual backprojection with a Hann's ifiter, we noticed
a dramaticloss of counts, particularlyat the center of the
image. Cold cylinder regions sometimes appeared active.
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optimized in any way for speed. The computation of the
Chang correction matrix or of the IPC correction factors
required 1 min per slice, as did computation of the atten
uated reprojections at each slice iteration. Since the IPC
method achieves good accuracy as early as the precorrec
tion stage, this method is twice as fast as the 0CC method,
which requires one more iteration computation.
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